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1. Album de Fototipias. Serie 6a a la 10a.
Spain, c.1900. An awesome survey of Art Nouveau graphic
design, disguised as a viewbook of portraits of actors,
actresses, celebrities, royalty, generals, and so on. Each page
features many small posted-in numbered portraits, but the
backgrounds to each page are what will capture your
attention- and they really span the width and breadth of Art
Nouveau graphical amusement. Must be browsed to be
appreciated. Hardcover. 12.5"x10", each section has a title
page (plate 1) and 7 plates numbered 2-8; the 10th part stops
at plate 6 instead of plate 8, and features defective
numbering: 1(title)-2-3-5-5-6, so 38 (possibly of 40?)
colored plates with pasted on portraits;it is interesting,
however, that the numbering of the portraits on these plates
is consecutive, from 1-75, with none missing, so the plates
may be complete. Covers with some wear and soil, scattered
light internal soil. [42487] $375
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--2. [Arts & Crafts Movement] The First Seven Issues of The Tabby & Other Arts & Crafts
Press Ephemera. Volume 1, Number 1 through Volume 1, Number 6, and Volume 2, Number 1,
of 'The Tabby -A Chronicle of the Arts & Crafts Movement (1996-2005) plus other items from
The Arts & Crafts Press: A Prospectus for ‘The Tabby’; ‘Printing- Emery Walker and William
Morris’; ‘History of the Arts & Crafts Movement in America‘ by Mabel Tuke Priestman;
‘A Short History of the Grove Park Inn Arts & Crafts Conference’; ‘The Arts & Crafts
Bookman‘ (book catalog); The Tabby Subscription Folder with order blank; Promotional card
for ‘The Arts & Crafts Bookman’; Promotional card for ‘Brilliance in Shadow: a biography of
Lucia Kleinhahns Mathews’; Promotional folder of Arts & Crafts Press publications; Prospectus
of ‘John Ruskin, William Morris and ‘The Nature of Gothic’. All clean and nice. [42490] $250
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3. [Cheap Repository] The History of Mr. Fantom, the
New fashioned Philosopher and his Man William.
London, William Marshall: 1795.
The 'Cheap Repository of Moral and Religious Tracts'
began publication in March 1795, founded by Hannah
More, a religious writer and philanthropist who was
concerned with the low moral character of many of the
cheaply-printed chapbook then in circulation. Eventually
more than 200 titles were issued. More is believed to
have authored more than half the titles in the original
series, and her sister Sarah may have written several
more. The chapbooks were initially printed by Samuel
Hazard of Bath, but it in May, 1795 John Marshall
became the joint ‘Printer to the Cheap Repository’, and in
January, 1796, Marshall became the sole printer, with
Hazard relegated to the role of distributor. Marshall
issued collected editions of the current

tracts at the end of 1795 and 1796, and this example
almost certainly comes from the end-of-year
collected 1795 volume, as there is a list of 1795
titles on the last page. More and Marshall quarreled
in 1797, and Marshall was dismissed at the end of
that year, with John Evans taking over as printer.
The series continued issuing new titles until about
1817, and remained in print, under a number of
different printers and publishers, into the 1830s.
Paper covers. 4.5"x7", 23 pages, woodcut
illustration on the title page. Some wear and soil,
removed from a larger volume. [42467] $75
4. [Cheap Repository] Sunday Reading.
The Servant Man turned Soldier; or, The Fair
Weather Christian. A Parable.
London, William Marshall: 1796. Paper covers.
4.5"x7", 16 pages, woodcut illustration on the title
page. Some wear and soil, removed from a larger
volume. [42474] $75
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5. [China Trade] Early 19th Century Hand-colored Engraving of Tong Chow Harbor,
China. An early 19th century hand-colored engraving of "Anchorage at Tong Chow". Signed
in the plate- Hon. Charles Abbot del. - I. Clark, scuplt. - London, published by I. Murray,
Albermarle Street, 1817". Engraving. 10.5"x8". Minor soil. [42428] $35

6. [China Trade] Early 19th
Century Hand-colored Engraving
of Summer Palace of the Emperor,
Opposite the City of Tien-Sing,
China. An early 19th century
hand-colored engraving of "Summer
Palace of the Emperor, Opposite the
City of Tien-Sing". Signed in the
plate- Hon. Charles Abbot del. - I.
Clark, scuplt. - London, published
by I. Murray, Albermarle Street,
1817". Engraving. 10.5"x8". Minor
soil. [42429] $35
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7. [Circus] 1882 Handwritten Letter About a Trip to Barnum's Circus.
"Aug 10th 82 - My dear George, I was just a little surprised to have Joe deliver over to me at
dinner a letter from you. I opened it hurriedly and was just a little relieved to find that you were
not ill, but on the contrary gaining once more. I read an account of the Happy ? loss Centralville
people are sustaining I suppose the new bridge is the one exciting topic of conversation - Will it
in any way damage the prospects of the Aiken St. bridge I hope not. I am unable to learn through
Joe the fluctuations of the [illegible] stock, so I can neither congratulate you or express my
sincere regret. Yesterday we all went to Barnum's We occupied private chairs (not reserved seats)
had fans and 1 [racial epithet] provided the duties of the latter being chiefly to keep people from
stopping or sitting in front of us. One of the Managers met Joe there and invited us all inside the
rope going around to see the animals which were all explained to us - Joe carried Sadie on his
shoulder and the manager looked after Eleanor a good portion of the time. Sadie put her hand on
the Bear, E & S " their hands on the Rhinoceros, Elephant and a great many others they put E &
S on the Baby Elephant and they rode around quite awhile. We were taken through the dressing
rooms and all the side shows. extraordinary. P.S. The [racial epithet] would say in quite a loud
voice 'Walk right along, don't stop here, go anywhere in the tent you want, but don't stop in front
of these ladies'." Single sheet. 5"x7.75". Folds, minor soil. [42495] $35
---

8. [Coffins] 1797 Handwritten Receipt for a Coffin in Newburyport Massachusetts.
"Newbury Port Oct. 25th 1797 - The town of Newbury Port to Jonathan Woodman - 1 Coffin @
$2.33 - for Mr. Hodgkins -Rec'd Payment. (signed) Jon. Woodman". Single sheet. 7"x2.75".
Some soil, minor wear. [42480] $35
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9. [Daguerreotypes] 1857 Providence Rhode Island Daguerreotype Trade Card for the
husband of Providence's First & Only Female Daguerreotypist. A handsome small trade
card for a Providence, Rhode Island Daguerreotypist- "J. White & Co.'s 25 Cent Daguerreotypes,
41 Westminster St., South side, Providence, R.I. - All types of Cases constantly on hand; sold
less than half charged at other places. This establishment has the best arranged light in the State,
up one flight of stairs only".
This establishment would have been that of Joseph White, husband of Providence's first and only
female daguerreotypist, Lydia B. Webb White. Maureen Taylor, in her article 'Nature Caught at
the Twinkling of an Eye: The Daguerreotype in Providence" (Rhode Island History, Vol.42, No.4,
November, 1983): "Lydia White owned and operated her own studio in 1854 at 9 Market Square.
A year later her husband Joseph joined her firm of L.B. White & Company. Joseph White had
given up engineering to learn photography and had spent a year in partnership with George
Walker, another Providence daguerreotypist. After 1856, Joseph White worked alone, but he left
the photography business five years later. Nothing else is know about Lydia White". These small
cards were often glued to the back of the daguerreotype case. The Julia Driver Collection of
Women in Photography at Yale has a full-plate daguerreotype attributed to Mrs. White with this
same card on the back, and the Houghton Library at Harvard has an image with the same card.
Card, 2.5”x2”. Printed on clay-coated yellow card stock. Minor soil, light wear, "1857" written in
pencil in small letters on the front of the card. [42401] $150
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10. [Design] Group of Original Furniture & Other Designs by Jacob Burley.
An archive of studio drawings and watercolor designs for period-style furniture, stained glass,
lighting, and related items, by Jacob Burley, of Wakefield, Massachusetts. Burley [1878-1942]
was born in Everett, Massachusetts and lived in Wakefield, designing furniture and stained glass
windows, although in the 1930 US Census he was listed as a draughtsman in the shipbuilding
industry. Sixteen designs, some mounted on board. Some wear and soil. [42488] $1,250

[also see the cover illustration]
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11. [Fashion] Lot of 27 Early 1960s Hand-Painted Fashion Illustrations on Board.
A lot of 27 hand-painted high-style fashion illustrations on board. The fashions are glamorous
evening wear of a wide variety of types, mostly done on black board for a very dramatic effect.
Probably a fashion student’s work, and fairly nicely done, though the artist did have a thing for
heavy, heavy eye shadow. Most are finished but several are not. 27
fashion illustrations: 8 on 8.5"x16" black board - 2 on 8.5"x14.5"
black board - 13 on 8.5"x13" black board - 1 on 10"x13" cream
paper - 2 of 10"x14" light green paper - 1 on 8.5"x15 cream card.
Some scattered soil and some with water-staining at the top
corners. [42461] $450
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12. [Furniture Designs] King, Thomas. The Modern Style of
Cabinet Work Exemplified. Published in London by H.G.
Bohn in 1862. 2nd edition, "with considerable additions".
A Victorian edition of an important Regency furniture design
book, first published in 1829. What is of particular interest in this
copy are the extensive original design drawings for furniture,
mantels and houses, drawn on many of the page versos. The
book contains the ownership signature of John Calvin Gitchell of
New Hampshire, who published several poems in Godey's
Ladies Book and Harper's Weekly in the 1860s, but whose
connection to furniture making or architecture, if he did indeed
make these drawings, remains obscure.
Hardcover. 10.5"x13", 8 pages of text plus 100 lithographed
plates, several nicely hand-colored. Covers with some soil and
wear, hinges reinforced, some soil and foxing to the plates. With
13 pages of original drawings of furniture details & mantels, 11
of buildings and floor plans, and 7 drawings of animals and other subjects. There is also one
page with two drawings of cabins titled "Camp of the 39th Regt. Mass. Vols. Mitchell's Station
VA Winter of 1863-4". [42485] $850
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13. [Gravestones] 1892 Union New Hampshire
Gravestone & Monument Maker Handwritten Letter.
A handwritten letter dated May 14th, 1892, on the
letterhead of "Herbert F. Stevens - Manufacturer of
American and Italian Marble Monuments, Tablets,
Headstone, and all Kinds of Marble Work": "Dear Sir, I
shall set the (illegible) L. Bickford tablet this P.M. shall be
at the yard at 2 oclock of a little past perhaps". Letter &
envelope.5.75"x9.25", folds, minor soil. Envelope with
large chunk where the stamp & postmark was torn off.
[42447] $20

14. [Let there Be Light] Kerr, Robert. On Ancient Lights and the Evidence of Surveyors
Thereon. With tables for the measurement of obstructions. Published in London by John
Murray in 1865. A learned treatise on a very obscure but interesting subject- how the law,
especially of the Ancients, may be applied to cases involving the diminution or blocking of light
to one property by changes to another property. In these days of electric lighting such cases are
much rare, but in the mid 19th century and before natural light, and access to it, was of
considerable importance. Hardcover. 5.5"x8.5", 56 pages, charts and line figures. Bound in
modern boards with a linen spine.Some light internal soil and scattered spotting. [42452] $85
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15. [Light Bulbs] Lot of 1910-1920 Promotional Ephemera for Mazda Automobile & Home
Light Bulbs. A lot of promotional material, including circular promotional tags, oblong tags,
booklets, and cards. The "Mazda" brand name for its tungsten filament incandescent light bulb
was trademarked by General Electric in 1909, and was used by GE and Westinghouse until 1945.
The bulb was named for Ahura Mazda, the God of Zoroastrianism whose name means light of
wisdom. The bulbs were marketed by emphasizing their predictable performance and long life
expectancy for a wide variety of uses, including home lighting and car headlights. "GE also
licensed the Mazda name, socket sizes, and tungsten filament technology to other manufacturers
to establish a standard for lighting. Bulbs were soon sold by many manufacturers with the Mazda
name attached, including British Thomson-Houston in the United Kingdom, Toshiba in Japan,
and GE's chief competitor Westinghouse, which advertised their bulbs with paintings by
Maxfield Parrish. In the 1925 Felix the Cat cartoon The Cat and the Kit, Mazda lamps are Felix's
choice of car headlights. In the play The Glass Menagerie by Tennessee Williams, after the rain
knocks out the electricity, Amanda says: 'We'll just have to spend the remainder of the evening in
the nineteenth century, before Mr. Edison made the Mazda lamp!' The Mazda light bulb is
improbably mentioned in the 1952 Johnny Mercer song Glow Worm: 'You got a cute vest-pocket
Mazda/Which you can make both slow and fazda'." 35 pieces. Some with some soil and wear,
most clean and nice. [42459] $250
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16. [Lime Kilns] 1859 Liquidation Appraisal of William T. Hollowbush & Co., a Port
Kennedy, Pennsylvania Lime Kiln Firm. A two-sided, handwritten document dated July 26,
1859, "Goods late of the Firm of Wm. T. Hollowbush & Co.", by John Baugh & Benjamin
Harley. The inventory included "A Schuylkill Canal Boat, named 'Mary Rebecca' & rigging and
team of two bay mules of said boat" as well as lime cars, other horses and mules, "Tools at the
Kilns & quarries at Port Kennedy," "Lime stones at Pottsville," scales, "a lot of lime at Frick's
Locks," "Powder in powder house at quarries", and so on. The total appraised value was
$10,961.71. On the verso page is an appraised list of goods "retained by the Assignor under
exemption Laws," including: goods in various named rooms of the dwelling house and the
smoke house, all growing produce, garden tools, two riding carriages, tack, and on and on. Along
the right margin at the bottom of this page is the filing citation, "E.W. Frick's Trust Estate." Port
Kennedy in effect no longer exists, having been bulldozed for a high way in the 1960s, and much
of the rest incorporated into Valley Forge Historic Park in the 1970s, but in the 19th century it
was a thriving industrial village on the banks of the Schuylkill River in Upper Merion Township,
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, and was a center of the local lime kiln industry. Single
sheet. 7.75"x12.5". Folds, some soil, edge wear, small hole in the middle affecting several letters.
[42463] $150

17. [Mount Washington] 1877 Mount
Washington, New Hampshire
Newspaper- 'Burt's Among the Clouds Volume 1, Number 1.' "Printed Daily on
the Summit of Mount Washington, Vol. I,
No. 1, Friday, July 20, 1877." Published by
Henry M. Burt, this was the first attempt to
print a newspaper on the summit of a
mountain, though surely not the last.
This issue contains advertisements and
woodcuts of hotels and sights on the
mountain, news of famous visitors, as well
as sights and places of interest in the White
Mountains, local news, and so on and on.
The paper continued on, at various
intervals, until 1917. Tabloid. 10"x13",
8 pages. Partially unopened. Minor soil.
[42464] $125
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18. [Pottery] Late 18th or Early 19th
Century Engraving of a Potter at his Wheel.
A handsome engraved plate of a potter at his
wheel, "A Maker of Dutch Ware at Work".
Labeled "Plate 28, Volume III" from an
unknown source. Single plate. 4"x6.75".
Minor soil. [42453] $35

19. [Robert Louis Stevenson] 1917 Robert
Louis Stevenson Birthday Controversy
Offprint. While living in Samoa Robert
Louis Stevenson famously "gave" all rights to
his birthday (November 13) to Annie Ide, the
daughter of the American Land Commissioner
Henry Clay Ide, who had complained that her
birthday was spoiled by being on Christmas.
This short piece, reprinted from the Saranac
Lake News of November 14, probably 1917 or

1918, complains that Miss Ide has ceased
to celebrate the birthday with proper
attention to R.L.S., and that she should
therefor forfeit the rights to it, in which
case Stevenson's conveyance has
stipulated that the birthday would be
given to the President of the United
States. The piece speculates that since
President Wilson already has a perfectly
good birthday, he might want to donate it
to the Robert Louis Stevenson Society,
where it would be properly honored.
Single sheet. 5.5"x7.5". Minor soil, light
wear. [42449] $20
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20. [Robert Louis Stevenson] 1918 Robert Louis
Stevenson Society General Report. A 'General
Report for 1918' of the Stevenson Society,
"Supplement (II) to Year Book, 1917", containing a
general summary of the year's activities, some
financial information and a list of members, by state.
Paper covers. 6"x9",8 pages. Some soil, light wear.
[42450] $20

21. [Shaker] 1890s Mount Lebanon
Shaker Puzzle/Digestive Cordial
Medicine Handbill. A small handbill
for the Mount Lebanon Shaker's
'Digestive Cordial', a wonder drug indeed,
as testified to by its agent, A.J. White of
New York. There is a mind-game puzzle
on the other side, and the imprint of R.L.
Vandevanter, Druggist, of Hagerstown,
Maryland. Single sheet. 4.5"x5.75".
Minor soil, light wear, penned notes
regarding a dance surround the puzzle.
[42481] $35
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22. [Smith College] Two 1907-1915 Photo Albums of
Smith College, Northampton & Pioneer Valley Life.
An interesting pair of albums of original photographs,
including a number of cyanotypes, chronicling life at Smith
College, in Northampton, the Pioneer Valley, and some road
trips, including foreign destinations. The Smith College
photos show an outstanding survey of undergraduate life
including costume & slumber parties and other college
hijinks. 2 albums. 10”x7” with 16 (of 28) leaves with photos,
and 12”x10”, with 16 (of 16) leaves with photos. Some wear
and light soil. [42489] $850
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23. [Textiles] Late 19th Century Ghent Fabric & Fashion Retailer Promotional Card.
A handsome promotional card for a Ghent, Belgium fabric, fashion & sewing retailer, Les Soeurs
d'Hanys- Rue du Soleil No.15, Gand, who carried "Laines & cotons a brodeu & a tricoteu de
toutes couleurs. Garnitures de bourses Soie & fil a coudre, Galous & lacets, bonneteries
Quincailleries, Merceries, Rubanerien, Parfumeries, Gauteries, Canevas, Dessins, Baleines,
Epouges, Perles, Cordonnets &a". Porcelain-coated card. 10.5"xc8", edges lightly trimmed,
4 mounting marks on the back, minor soil and wear. [42496] $75
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24. [Thames Tunnel] An 1843 Accordion-Style
Panorama of a View Inside the Thames
Tunnel. London, 1843. A five-part accordionstyle panorama of the interior of the famous
Thames tunnel, the first panel noting- "Thames
tunnel - Wapping entrance - 1200 feet long, 76
feet below high water mark, was 8 years building
and cost £446,000, opened March 25th 1843."
The three interior panels are identical and show
well-dressed ladies and gentlemen strolling
along the tunnel. the rear panel appears to show
the Prince of Wales arriving to open the tunnel.
A text-page inside the cover gives many more
particulars of the tunnel design and construction.
Bound in orange card covers with a paper spine.
7"x7", 5 panels attached by folded paper spanner
panels, one rear folding spanner panel perished,
overall some internal spoil and wear, covers
rather worn. [42482] $375
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25. [Uniforms] Lot of 150 Original 1920s Advertising Photos & Watercolors of Hats &
Uniforms for Firemen, Policemen, Mailmen, Railmen, and Military, by Wentworth-Forman
Company of Boston. A large lot of original photographs prepared for catalog or newspaper
advertisements showing a variety of uniform hats and tunics for postmen and other professions.
Includes: 5 6"x8" original watercolors on board of tunics - 4 6.5"x10.25" original watercolors on
board of long coats - 87 black & white photographs, mostly 5"x7", of uniform hats - 3 9"x5.5"
black & white photographs of uniform hats - 5 8"x10" black
& white photographs of hat inserts/frames - a 6.5"x10" black
& white photograph of two badges - a 8"x10" color-tinted
photograph of a military marching-band hat with plume - 12
8"x10" black & white photographs of uniform hats - 17
8"x10" black & white photographs with color highlighting of
uniform hats - 1 5"x12" mounted black & white photographs
of two uniform hats - 3 mounted photographs of uniform hats,
7"x8", 8"x10", 10"x10" - 11 miscellaneous photographs,
about 5"x7" and 6"x9", of suspenders, hat emblems and shirts.
150 pieces. Some soil and wear and occasional adhesion on
the photographs,
watercolors with
touched-up spots,
[42462] $500
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26. [Volcanoes] Early 19th Century Hand-colored Engraving of Island Volcanos.
An early 19th century hand-colored engraving identified as 'Isle di Volcanos' in pencil. In the
first scene a small boatload of gentlemen approach the island, in the second several of them rest
and sketch while two more, with more daring than common sense, appear to be doing some sort
of dance on the rim of the crater. Engraving. 8.5"x10". Minor soil. [42420] $25
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That’s All, Folks!

